
Position Summary 

Simulation Manager creates, develops, manages, and facilitates realistic emergency preparedness training simulations for the 

Army National Guard and other emergency management organizations. Ideal candidates will have experience working with 

the military and a thorough knowledge of military structure, training, and function. This position works in collaboration with 

the Operations Officer to complete and facilitate trainings in a timely and effective manner.  

Essential Functions of the Job 

 Organized, prompt, balanced, and efficient work ethic.  

 Able to work independently and submit required due-outs while functioning as a collaborative member of a small team to 

meet goals and expectations in a remote work-from-home setting. 

 Experience with, or ability to grasp military training, structure, and function. *Military service not a requirement of the 

position. 

 Evaluate customer needs and build productive long lasting relationships with organizations and key stakeholders while 

conducting consistent outreach through phone calls and digital media to generate leads for additional business.  

 Proficiency in leading and facilitating training exercises with both a small and large audience, able to quickly adjust and 

troubleshoot any challenges that arise. 

 Maintain a training schedule and conduct conference calls and other planning meetings with senior leadership. 

 Ability to write an outline of the simulated scenario and sequence of events based on the requirements of the 

organization and including factual, realistic data that complements the objectives described in the situation manual. 

 Conduct research to implement into the creation of realistic scenarios appropriate to the audience and aligned with the 

goals set forth by the organization.  

 Able to work electronically with proficiency in Office Suite, Dropbox, and electronic communication media such as Slack. 

 Builds relationships with professionals to increase the reach of Critical Ops and promote professional connections to 

experts, products, research, and software within the emergency management community. 

Company Description 

Critical Ops connects resources to enrich emergency preparedness and recovery for the whole community. We evaluate 

and organize field experts, software, products, and research in a web-based directory, providing vetted and relevant 

resources to foster a safer, healthier, and more knowledgeable community. We have coordinated, executed, and 

facilitated 122 emergency preparedness events in 46 different U.S. locations for over 3775 participants in a wide range of 

industries. Critical Ops leverages an experienced staff and extensive database of industry experts in emergency 

management, training design, and facilitation to provide a custom and comprehensive experience for our clients.  

Position Details  

 Status: Full Time 

 Location: Remote, Work from Home 

 Salary: Dependent on completion of successful interview 

 Clearance: Required to have a Contractor Access Card, may be obtained 

after hire 

 Training Participants: Minimum of 15 participants. 

 Phase of Training: Development, Facilitation 

 Contract Length: One year, Renewed Annually 

Contact 

Critical Ops, LLC  

POC: Karen Hubbard 

Phone: 330-921-4733 (Ext 102) 

Email: admin@criticalops.com 

www.criticalops.com 


